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Abstract
      This paper deals with studying a weighted Generalized Exponential  

distribution with the known shape parameter α=2 and scale parameter λ>0 

and driving it's probability distribution function,  cumulative distribution 

function , reliability function. Also driving the moment generating function 

and other moments.Also we driving the estimator for λ by MLE and MOM.              
Keywords: Weighted Generalizedd  Exponential ,Scale parameter ,Cumulative 

distribution function, Reliability function ,Hazard function , MLE ,MOM                                                                        

1.Introducion 
       The weighted probability distribution ,is used in many fields of real life 

such as medicine ,ecology , reliability ,and so on .The concept of weighted 

distribution can be traced to the work of Fisher(1943)[2] in connection with 

his studies on how method of ascertainment can influence the from of 

distribution of recorded observations     .                                                                      

Later it was introduced and formulated in general terms by Rao 

(1965) [8] in connection of modeling statistical data. 

The usefulness and application of the weighted distribution to biased 

samples in various area including medicine , ecology and branching 

process in Patil and Rao (1978)[6] ,Gupta and Keating(1985)[3] and Gupta 

and Kirmani(1990)[4].             .                                                              

     Also El-Shaarawi ,Abdel H.(2002)[1] represent the size-biased sampling 

and say that the suitable weight function is w(x ) then he drawing 

references about the parameter . Application examples for weighted 

distribution,was introduced by Jing(2010)[5] and Priyadarshani (2011)[7]                                                                     

       Here we introduce the one parameter Weighted Generalizedd 

Exponential distribution and   some important concepts.                              .                                                                        

     The mathematical definition of the weighted distribution is as follows 

,let (Ω,r,p) be a probability space X:Ω→H be a random variable (r.v)where 

H=(a,b) be an interval on real line with (a>0) and (b>a) can be finite or 

infinite. When the distribution function F(x) of x is absolutely continuous 
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with probability density function f(x) and w(x) be anon-negative weight 

function satisfying =E[w(x)] < ∞, then the r.v.  having pdf:                                   

                               a<x<b                ....................(1) 

    Is said to have weighted distribution where:                                                         

                                           …………………. (2)                                          

2.The aim of this papers:                                 :                                     

Derivation of one parameter Weighted Generalized Exponential (WGED) 

with some of statistical properties.    .                                    .  

3. Generalized Exponential Distribution (GED): 

       The pdf of (GED) defined by: 

         f(x)=αλ      x>0  ,  α,λ>0            ………….(3) 

where λ is scale parameter and α is the shape parameter ,when α=2 , 

equation (2) is: 

                                f(x)=2λ ……………………….(4) 

 one parameter (GED).           

4.Weighted Generalized Exponential Distribution (WGED): 

       Consider the weight function w(x)=x and the (GED) is given by (4) , 

then : 

4.1 the pdf of (WGED): 

    

       =  

        =  

To solve:   

Let y=  →x=    → dx=   

  Then                                                                                                                                                                                                

=  =

And the same we solve  

 =  

=  

  =
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Then the pdf of(WGED) is: 

fw(x)=                                      ……………….(5)  

4.2 the cdf of (WGED): 

Fw(x)=

          =

FW(x) = ……………(6)    

5.The Statistical Properties of (WGED): 

      In this section , we present the statistical properties of (WGED) 

throughout computing the moment generating function ,mean , variance, 

the r
th

 moment , reliability function ,hazard function and the reverse hazard 

function as follow :                                               

5-1.The moment generating function of this distribution is: 

 Mx(t)=E  =

=                   

                      =                                                                                                

  

    To solve:      

                      =  

      Let  x(-t+λ)=y → x=   

dx =     

(5)

then 

=        

=   →=  

=

Now to solve :   

                       =  

Let  x(-t+2λ)=y → x=  → dx =                               

Then: 
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=  

                                 =                                                         

=                                   

                                =    

Then: 

  Mx(t)= -                    ………….……………..(7)

5-2.The mean:

E(x)=  

         =  

=          

 E(x)=                                                …………….……………(8)

5-3.The variance: 

 

  

         =  

Then: 

                            ……………………………..…(9) 

5-4.The  the r
th

 moment: 

  

Then  

                    ………………………...….(10)

For the case r=1,2,3,4 we have: 

r=1          =

r=2          =          

r=3         =
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r=4         =

5-5.The  reliability function: 

This function can be derived using the cumulative distribution function and 

given by:  

R(X)=1- FW(x)   

R(X) =   ……………….(11)  

5-6.The hazard   function: 

  H(X)=  

  H(x) =      ……………………..(12) 

5-7.The reverse hazard   function: 

   =

  =     ……………..……..(13)

6-Estimation of the scale  parameter

    In this section , estimates of the scale  parameter λ of the (WEGD) by 

method of moment (MOM) and maximum likelihood estimators (MLE). 

6.1- Method of moment  estimators (MOM) 

To find the moment  estimate's λ we solve the equation:   

mr=E(x
r
) 

mr=    

E(x)=m1=  

=m2=                                                                                                     

 →  =    →   . =     →  6λ .  . =45 

14λ . =45 

MOM=                        …………………………(14) 
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6.2- Maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) 

L(λ,x)=  

         =  

         =( .

L=n  +2n  λ+  

  +λ + -λ         

 

 =0

 

MLM=                ….…………………………....(15)

7-Conclusion 

       The weighted probability distributions are used in many fields of real 

life such as medicine ,ecology , reliability and other fields ,here present one 

of the weighted derived from Generalized exponential distribution using 

weight function .Estimated need special procedure like Newton Raphson 

method or other methods to solve the estimated and obtain the solution of 

situation. For the researchers they can use the simulation procedure to find 

the estimator λ.                                                                                         
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